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USFN Announces Provana as a New Associate Member 
 
[DALLAS, TX | NOVEMBER 14, 2022] USFN, a trade organization representing America’s mortgage banking 
attorneys, is pleased to announce Provana, LLC has been selected as one of its newest associate members. 
Provana offers technology and systems consulting to industry law firms and servicers, with solutions like 
business process automation, compliance management, process management, attorney oversight 
management technology, and business analytics dashboards. 

“Provana is an exceptional addition to USFN’s growing base of associate members, and we are excited to 
welcome them to the USFN family,” said Pamela L. Donahoo, CAE, USFN CEO. “Applying for USFN associate 
membership is an extensive application process, and it’s organizations like Provana, who have demonstrated 
success and ongoing support of the industry, that ultimately become members of USFN - America’s Mortgage 
Banking Attorneys.” 

Sandeep Bhargava, CEO of Provana, said, “The speed with which our solutions created value in the industry 
and the subsequent urging of our clients pointed us directly to the USFN community. We are honored to 
partner with USFN in our investment in digital transformation for the default law firm industry.” 

Exclusive. Prestigious. Distinguished. These are just a few words that describe USFN members. USFN 
associate members meet the highest industry standards in their fields, participate in mortgage finance 
industry organizations, as well as actively participate as speakers and writers for USFN events and 
publications. Learn more about USFN’s newest associate member Provana, LLC at provana.com.  

###  
 

About USFN  

USFN is a national, nonprofit trade association that has represented America’s leading mortgage banking 
attorneys for more than 30 years. With its robust educational offerings and reference publications, along with 
stringent qualifications for membership, USFN remains the premiere, go-to organization for creditors’ rights 
legal services providers serving the mortgage banking industry. Learn more about the organization at 
usfn.org.  
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